To explain what different freehand tools do

To create a picture using freehand tools

To use shape and line tools when precision is needed

To use the undo button to correct a mistake

To use a range of paint colours

To use the fill tool to colour an enclosed area

To combine a range of tools to create a piece of artwork

To decide when it's appropriate to use each tool

To recognise a tool can be adjusted to suit my need

To consider impact of choices made

To compare painting using a computer with painting using brushes

To recognise computers can be used to create art

To use a range of paint colours

To use shape and line tools when precision is needed

To use the fill tool to colour an enclosed area

To explain what different freehand tools do

Learning graph
Year 1 - Creating media - Digital painting

Concept
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Key:

Links:
Direct prerequisite
Scaffolding not direct prerequisite
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